
 

 

INITIATION TO GEOCHROMOTHERAPY 
and REIKI GEOCROM 

 
REIKI GEOCROM is a 16 hour experiential workshop for people who already know Reiki and have 
started at least the first level. It is not necessary to have taken any course of Geochromotherapy 
before. Basic integration of classical Reiki and Geocrom Healing and working with symbols and 
harmonious therapeutic guidelines of sacred geometry and colors of light. 
 
 

GEOCROM INITIATION PROGRAM 
 

· Energy concepts of Geochromotherapy and Reiki. Therapeutic work with Sacred Geometry and Color. 
Codes, information, symbols and archetypes in the quantum vision of health. 

 
· Preparation of the Reiki Geocrom therapist, its connection, purity and channel opening. Enter alpha 

status and work on healing from impartiality. 
 
· Diagnostic means for healing with universal energy archetypes or symbols. Dowsing and selection 

cards. Brief dialogue between patient and therapist through the meaning of these codes in their 
therapy. 

 
· Study the 14 geometric color patterns to project on the patient's body and aura. Archetypes of 

psyche-spiritual work and meaning of the 14 Geocrom filters, or initiation codes in 
Geochromotherapy applied also to Reiki healing. We work with the therapeutic functions archetypes: 
purple heptagon - pink pentagon - orange exagon - white octagon - yellow decagon - turquoise 
decagon - violet decagon - violet dodecagon - green circle - pink circle - blue circle - red circle and 
anagram enhancer. 

 
· Practices of healing between patients, work dynamics with energy, hands, movements and handling of 

symbols of Reiki Geocrom. 
 
· Revision work for students who already have a second level of Reiki, or masters, and for students who 

have already taken courses in Geochromotherapy. 
 
· This course, depending on the country or the facilitator teacher, can be celebrated along a weekend, 

or by distributing the 16 hours in several days or weeks, although the program and course 
development is always the same in all countries . If the student, after working with Reiki Geocrom for 
a while, wants to expand his/her knowledge of the remaining 63 archetypes of Geochromotherapy, 
there are specialized courses organized by the Geocrom Institute in Barcelona, Chile, Argentina and 
Colombia. 

 
 
 



 
 

  
COORDINATES: 

 
· VALUE OF TRAINING: € 200. Pre-registration is done by paying 50% of the full price to Instituto 

Geocrom SL. 
 
· DURATION AND SCHEDULES: course of 2 full days (in Spain), from Saturday at 9:30 until Sunday at 

18:30. If it is celebrated in the Institute of Barcelona, each student pays his meals and lodging. If the 
retreat training is carried out at our CSIS school or CasaJardín (Caldes de Montbui) the 
accommodation has a separate symbolic price. 

 
· ACCOMODATION: In the CSIS·Jardín, for this Initation Geocrom course, each meal is 10 euros, full 

breakfast 5 €, and 20 € for each night that the student stays to sleep (sheets, towels and Heating 
included). 

 
· PRE-REGISTRATION: By e-mail to instituto@geocrom.com  or by phone: 0034- 93 3190517  /  93 

1701652  or  Whatsapp: 629501829.  Pre-registration payment through : www.geocromonline.com 
 
· VALIDATION: If later you want to repeat this workshop, 50% discount is applied, except about the 

accommodation. If later the student wants to take the course of Geochromotherapy, or Healing with 
Geometry and Light, a 15% of discount is applied.  

 
· DIPLOMA: Instituto Geocrom SL, at the end of the course provides the student with the international 

certificate of Initiation to Geochromotherapy and REIKI GEOCROM. 
 
· The therapeutic work material is optional, and can only be acquired once the training is completed. If 

optionally the therapist wants to purchase the set of filters necessary to start working, it can be 
ordered at Geocrom Institute in Barcelona, or through the our online store www.geocromonline.com 

 

 

 
 

INSTITUT GEOCROM, S.L. 
Tel: 00 34 - 93 3190517  / 93 1701652 

Whatsapp: 629501829 
 

Skype: marta.povo.audenis 
E-mail: instituto@geocrom.com 

Online store: www.geocromonline.com 
 
 

  www.institutogeocrom.net         www.medicinadelhabitat.com 
 

www.martapovo.es           www.csisjardin.com 


